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MANAGEMENT
OVERVIEW
Consumer feedback is important for
any type of business and customer
feedback management software helps
you capture and analyze buyers’
opinions about your product or service.
You can utilize the insights to improve
your offerings and enhance user
satisfaction. Further, you can accept
ideas
and
concepts
from
your
customers and convert them into
future profitable products. Thus, the
platform can assist your company to
broaden its products and services and
make
them
more
appealing
to
consumers.
Customer
feedback
management
software solutions specialize in areas
such as idea management, polls and
surveys, and feedback analytics. These
functionalities help businesses to
capture
consumer
feedback
and
analyze the data to effect future
developments and improvements.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Customer Feedback Management software
based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF CUSTOMER FEEDBACK MANAGEMENT
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT MEDALLIA
Medallia® is the Customer Experience Management
company that is trusted by hundreds of the world’s
leading brands. Medallia’s Software-as-a-Service
application enables companies to capture customer
feedback everywhere the customer is (including web,
social, mobile, and contact center channels), understand
it in real time, and deliver insights and action
everywhere—from the C-suite to the frontline—to
improve their performance.

133
Customer references from
happy Medallia users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Medallia’s tools have transformed our focus on our customers’ needs. With the benefit of data insights and specific
customer feedback, we’ve been able to galvanize the entire company around a strategy and product roadmap that
meets the demands of our customers. For us, the verbatim customer feedback is gold."
Dave Berman
President - RingCentral, RingCentral

“With Medallia’s real-time APIs, it’s easy to integrate our proprietary systems. We synchronize
customer feedback with our CRM, deliver SMS surveys from an internal engine, and build new
applications on the Medallia platform.”
Boris Antyushin
Head of CX Design and systems Development, Beeline

"Medallia Ask Now allows us to easily test our ideas and generate the insight we need to know
what innovations will stick. The results are so fast that we can move quickly and stay ahead of
our guests’ needs.”
Madan Allumada
Sr. Manager of Guest Experience & Product Development, Holland America Line

"Medallia gives us the flexibility to adapt our program as needed. If we see a certain touchpoint
that needs improvement, we can take action to improve it quickly. And if another touchpoint is
performing well, we can share best practices widely."
Gabor Dani
Customer Centricity Leader, Zurich Insurance
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CLARABRIDGE
Clarabridge’s customer experience management platform
helps hundreds of the world’s leading brands understand and
improve the customer journey. Powered by the industry’s
most sophisticated customer analytics engine, Clarabridge
collects and transforms all forms of customer feedback into
intelligence, allowing businesses to activate the voice of the
customer across the enterprise. Industry leaders including
PetSmart, United Airlines, L’Oréal USA, Virgin Active,
Rackspace and ADP use Clarabridge insights to inform key
business decisions.

46
Customer references from
happy Clarabridge users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“If you want an in-depth view of what your customers really think about your brand, what the
real problems are, and you want to work with a group of smart people that deliver information
that you can really understand, Clarabridge is who you go with.”
Marina MacDonald
SVP Sales & Marketing, Red Roof Inn

“Guest satisfaction measurement has always been part of the Rotana culture and Clarabridge has assisted us greatly to
emphasize this culture and push our boundaries. It is used every day in every hotel to monitor satisfaction, recover from
problems, measure colleagues’ performance, evaluate service improvements, guide marketing activity, and more.”
Dominic Carr
Rotana

“One of the things we love about Clarabridge is that their platform lets us start a conversation
with customers sooner, find out what’s important to them, handle any issues that arise during
their stay, and satisfy them before they post to the world."
Cheryl Billo
Vice President of Quality, Red Roof Inn

"My favorite thing about Clarabridge is the sentiment analytics. It shows the emotion and tells the story of our clients.
Not a lot of companies out there do that, and what it really show us is what is the highest priority and where we can have
the most pain points. And when we find that, that’s really where we have the most impact and make the most…
Amy Tinley
Chief Experience Program Leader, ADP
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CONFIRMIT
Confirmit is the world's leading provider of software for
Market Research (MR) and Enterprise Feedback Management
(EFM). The company has more than 200 employees and
offices in Oslo (headquarters), Guildford, London, Moscow,
New York, San Francisco, and Yaroslavl. Confirmit's software
is also distributed through partner resellers in Amsterdam,
Sydney and Tokyo. Confirmit became a public company in
December 2005, and is listed on Oslo Stock Exchange under
the ticker "CONF".

221
Customer references from
happy Confirmit users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The speed at which Confirmit is able to develop new functionality and solutions, and to respond to
customer needs, is impressive. It’s the combination of constant innovation and reliable support that makes
this solution a market leader. Nobody else is doing anything like this in the market.”
Crispin Beale
Chief Executive, Facts International

“Being able to deliver videos through a robust survey platform was vital to ensure we could deliver on our promises to
customers. One of the main considerations for us was ability to scale, and Confirmit was able to deliver that which meant
we could be confident that as our products took off, we could stick with the same provider for the long term."
Claire Robert
Product Manager, Unruly

“Our Top of Bank surveys form the backbone of our VoC program and Confirmit Horizons is critical not only to the
survey but to enable us to uncover the insights we need to take action. The combination of Confirmit’s data integration
capabilities and advanced reporting means that we can pinpoint the actions that will really make a difference to…
Michael Harris
Head of Customer Research, Virgin Money

“CustomerSat provides a best-practices customer feedback solution that gives us the advanced analytics and reporting
capabilities we were seeking. They take it to the next level by offering expertise, innovation and creativity to help us get
better customer intelligence. Customer satisfaction is our top priority, and CustomerSat helps us get the information…
Trish Martin
Vice President, Customer Support, CyberSource
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ABOUT INMOMENT
InMoment™ is the leader in Experience Intelligence (XI), transforming metrics
into meaning to drive high-value business decisions and relationships with
both customers and employees. The company’s cloud-native XI Platform is
engineered with data science at the core, and specifically architected to
harness intelligence from across the entire experience ecosystem to deliver
clear business value. The platform features three clouds that all work
seamlessly together to give companies a comprehensive understanding of
the most important factors impacting their bottom lines, including: Customer
Experience (CX) Cloud, Employee Experience Cloud, and Market Experience
Cloud. InMoment’s approach of providing strategic technical, best practice
and thought leadership support ensures that their nearly 500 brands across
95 countries realize maximum business impact.

66
Customer references from
happy InMoment users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"InMoment's cloud-based platform provides features that we didn't have like text
analytics and recommendation settings for social media. What [the] tool does is enable
us to stay in touch with our customers and respond as an organization."
Massage Envy

“The insights tell us which elements of our customers’ experiences encourage or get in the way of a long-term
relationship with our brand. With that information, we know exactly where and how to invest resources to both fix
problems, and proactively create environments that build loyalty over time. maurices has always placed the customer…
Robin Murphy
HR Systems Administrator, Maurices

“The advanced analytics engine will surface more and more strategic insights, enabling us to focus our efforts on the
areas of our business that create and nurture high-value customer relationships. As we continue to grow our business
and evolve the distinctive Cabela’s experience, it is critical that we stay closer to our customers than ever before.”
Jocelyn Wieser
Senior Retail Business Analyst, Cabela’s

“We’ve been successful at building a healthy and engaged social following. GoRecommend allows our customers to
share their positive experiences with their social circles, which they’ve done in surprising numbers. When customers do
this, their relationship with us deepens, and we reach many new potential customers in a very positive way.”
Lisa Riley
Public Relations Manager, Orange Leaf Frozen Yogurt
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT MARITZCX
MaritzCX started with the simple idea that businesses need
more than scores and reports to meet their customer
experience (CX) challenges in the 21st century - and that idea
drove us to combine the deep expertise of a proven research
leader with the speed and innovation of a modern tech
startup. The result is a faster, smarter approach to CX that
gives businesses the power to see, sense, and act on the
experiences of every individual customer - across every
touchpoint - live.

60
Customer references from
happy MaritzCX users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Their CX platform provides everything we need, ranging from individual survey design, reporting dashboards that can
be tailored to our international team’s requirements, and their case management solution. But best of all is the ease of
use, scalability and intuitive self-serve functionality, which allows us to scale and automate our Closed Loop Feedback…
Anders Norman
Director of Customer Experience, DSV

“We’re getting additional insights with text analytics that show how satisfied customers are with
the claims process, not just how easy it was. MaritzCX SmartProbe technology is an effective
way to encourage more detailed responses in our surveys."
Chris Neeson
Customer Experience Leader, Ohio Mutual Insurance Group

“The Spotlight tool spoon-feeds you ideas about what models to run, and its filtering capabilities
hone in on the most critical customer segments so you can make improvements in the customer
experience that will have the most impact.”
Rich King
Director of Customer Experience, Transamerica

“We liked how quickly we would be able to implement the initial relationship survey and that we could use
the survey platform for standard periodic surveys as well as customized, ad hoc mini-surveys. But we
especially liked the support and amazing customer service that MaritzCX gave us.”
Suzanne Ellison
Executive Director of Human Resources, Mountain Land Rehabilitation
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ABOUT NICE SATMETRIX
NICE Satmetrix is the leading global provider of customer
experience management software for companies who know
that customer experience drives success. Their flagship
product, Satmetrix NPX, delivers powerful, cost-effective
customer experience management in a complete, always-on
SaaS solution. The world’s most forward-thinking companies
choose NICE Satmetrix to help them build and manage
customer experience programs that deliver bottom-line
results.

63
Customer references from
happy NICE Satmetrix users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Without NICE we would not be as successful, because while we have the feedback and the VoC to make operational
changes, the scorecards and the additional insights and analytics give us the deeper organizational engagement - from
the CEO level down - needed to make important strategic improvements.”
Svetla Scheiber
Senior Sales and Customer Experience Manager, A1 Telekom Austria Group

“CEM is today’s field of competitive advantage, and everyone in the company needs to be actively engaged in it. NICE
Satmetrix brings CEM to the front lines with information and tools everyone can use to understand and enhance the
customer experience. I use it everyday and so do all the managers in the company.”
Brad Soultz
President and Chief Executive Officer, WillScot

"A top customer experience management (CEM) program goes beyond creating an excellent customer experience. We
use the data strategically – to inform investments in our business that will drive continuous improvement in our customer
experience. Equally important, we follow up with customers when they take the time to let us know there are…
Joyce Maroney
Senior Director, Customer Experience & Services Marketing, Kronos

“NICE Satmetrix met our need to simplify not only the collection and processing of
feedback but also the reporting of it to our entire organization.”
Anselm Kia Peng
Senior Director, WW Customer Success, Pulse Secure
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ABOUT QUALTRICS
Qualtrics is the technology platform that organizations use to listen,
understand, and take action on experience data, also called X-data™. The
Qualtrics XM Platform™ is a system of action, used by teams, departments
and entire organizations to manage the four core experiences of
business—customer, employee, product and brand—on one platform. Over
10,500 enterprises worldwide, including more than 75 percent of the Fortune
100 and 99 of the top 100 U.S. business schools, rely on Qualtrics to
consistently build products that people love, create more loyal customers,
develop a phenomenal employee culture and build iconic brands. To learn
more, please visit www.qualtrics.com.

324
Customer references from
happy Qualtrics users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Our consumers love to share their opinions and Qualtrics captures this feedback first-hand. This
consumer insight is invaluable to the growth of Yankee Candle and allows us to continually meet
our consumers’ needs.”
Allison Bleyler
Director of Consumer Insights, Yankee Candle

“With Qualtrics, E*TRADE executes five times the amount of advertising research—and we do it in half the time for
one-third the cost. We can’t afford to wait weeks for reports. Getting feedback in a matter of days to make data-driven
decisions can make all the difference. It helps make our entire organization more efficient, agile and smart.”
Richard Shakarchi
Director of Market Research, E*TRADE

“Qualtrics allows us to collect feedback from our customers wherever they are
interacting with a product.”
Margaret Wilhelm
Vice President, Market Research & Insights, Fandango

“There are so many ways that we use Qualtrics because of the flexibility of solution; really, the sky’s the
limit and we have just started our journey. We are able to capture critical internal and external feedback
that we would not otherwise be able to and use this feedback to drive our business.”
Lisa Pratt
Senior Director, Marketing Measurements and Analysis, Kronos
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ABOUT SERVICE MANAGEMENT GROUP (SMG)
Service Management Group (SMG) partners with more
than 500 brands around the globe to create better
customer and employee experiences, which drive
loyalty and performance. SMG uniquely combines
technology and insights to help clients listen better, act
faster, and outperform the competition. Strategic
solutions include omniCX, Brand Research, and
Employee Engagement. SMG evaluates 250 million
surveys annually, across 130 countries.

48
Customer references from happy Service
Management Group (SMG) users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The data clearly shows us that highly engaged team members yield better results among guests and have a greater
impact on the bottom line. We want to maximize that potential by empowering our store managers to spend more time
working with their teams, interacting with their guests, and running their businesses, versus getting caught in that cycle…
Karen McBride
Senior Vice President of Human Resources, Caribou Coffee

“SMG is able to perform both wide-spread and localized analysis across our many markets,
giving us an international picture of T.G.I. Friday’s and the insights needed to improve
performance on the individual restaurant level."
Darrell Wade
UK Commercial Director, T.G.I. Friday’s

“We leverage SMG data in virtually everything we do. It influences our key performance indicators, our benchmarking,
our hiring and training, our rewards and recognition. Asking me to define the initiatives that involve SMG data is like
asking me to define the initiatives that involve breathing. It is literally part of every conversation.”
Robin Gough-OBrien
Director of Operations Services, Checkers & Rally’s

“Our partnership with SMG has allowed us to learn from customer feedback and uncover insights that have helped us
improve our customer satisfaction and same-store sales company-wide. In combination with real-time reporting and
intuitive technology, SMG’s team of experienced professionals help us continually improve our customer experience…
Takako Wakatsuki
President and Chief Executive Officer, Krispy Kreme Doughnut Japan Co., Ltd.
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ABOUT VERINT SYSTEMS
Verint® (NASDAQ: VRNT) is a global leader in Actionable
Intelligence® solutions. Actionable Intelligence is a necessity in a
dynamic world of massive information growth because it empowers
organizations with crucial insights and enables decision makers to
anticipate, respond and take action. Verint Actionable Intelligence
solutions help organizations address three important challenges:
customer engagement optimization; security intelligence; and fraud,
risk and compliance. More than 10,000 organizations in over 180
countries, including over 80 percent of the Fortune 100, use Verint
solutions to improve enterprise performance and make the world a
safer place.

389
Customer references from
happy Verint Systems users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We want the portal to give customers the same experience they get from their favourite
consumer portal. That means providing secure, flexible, personalised, and branded online access
to public services. Verint Digital First Engagement Management gives us this."
Peter Tolland
Chief Information Manager, North Lanarkshire Council

"The forums enable Test-Aankoop to create interesting and engaging customer dialogue. We
can moderate discussions, responses can be flat or threaded, and the audience can ‘like’ thread
replies, with the highest rated content surfaced up front. The tool is genuinely transformative."
Mike Desaever
Functional Analyst, Test-Aankoop

"The level of detail from the surveys using Verint Enterprise Feedback Management supports
greater efficiencies and improves the overall quality of our recruiting program."
Michael D. Nelson
Survey Statistician, United States Army Recruiting Command

"Being able to gain a deeper understanding of our customers’ needs and their expectations has allowed us to improve
our customer journey, identify training needs, and improve operational efficiencies. Verint Speech Analytics enables us
to identify and react to any technological issues quickly, resulting in an improved experience for our customers."
Leeanne Harvey
Customer Insight Manager, Admiral Group plc
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ABOUT GETFEEDBACK
GetFeedback is a modern online survey software
application that allows anyone to create visually
engaging, branded, mobile-ready surveys in minutes.
GetFeedback automatically formats users' surveys
perfectly for those taking it on smartphones, tablets,
and browsers. GetFeedback's mission is simple - to help
companies understand and improve their customer
experience with beautiful, easy-to-use software.

27
Customer references from
happy GetFeedback users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"GetFeedback is highly innovative. We now can spot trends among our customer’s
feedback and take immediate action to improve customer happiness."
Ardalan Zandian
Sr. Online Marketing Manager, Eargo

"Every interaction is an opportunity to win or lose a customer relationship. We want our
customers to have the opportunity to provide feedback on every single experience, so we know
what we're doing well and what we need to fix."
Karen Wlasichuk
Global Process Improvement Leader, Operational Excellence, BigCommerce

"Now that we have our client feedback in Salesforce, we can sort it by department, by
branch, or by business line, and take action on a daily basis."
Scott Searle
Salesforce Administrator, Peapack-Gladstone Bank

"The big success for us was that we were able to get nearly 100% survey engagement
with volunteers by using GetFeedback."
Tricia Nolan
Super Salesforce Administrator and Manager, South Dublin County Volunteer Centre
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ABOUT HAPPYORNOT
HappyOrNot® helps businesses improve their customer experience and
employee engagement through the globally recognized Smiley feedback
management system. The company, founded in 2009, has over 3,000 clients
in 134 countries and 1 Million impressions collected daily. Clients include
Microsoft, McDonald’s, London Heathrow Airport, as well as many Fortune
500 businesses in the transportation, retail, healthcare, entertainment/venue,
and service industries. Headquartered in Finland, HappyOrNot has offices in
the U.S. and around the globe, including a reseller network of over 110
organizations. HappyOrNot provides companies real-time, actionable
analytics and insights to advance customer satisfaction, enhance operational
efficiency and increase revenue.

71
Customer references from
happy HappyOrNot users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The best part about this [HappyOrNot] is that it’s extremely simple for us to use. It’s easy to
navigate through the back office of the reports, from the analytics just to the overview. I mean, I
couldn’t ask for something better than this. This is awesome.”
Marc Thususka
Director, Social Enterprise, Southern Alberta Institute of Technology

“HappyOrNot helps us pinpoint if something went wrong, so we can go and investigate it with our service
provider. We take one unhappy customer seriously and take immediate steps to remedy. It’s a great tool
for us to pinpoint exactly where customers are having good or bad experiences in the lounges.”
Amy Pyne
Travel Services Project Officer, Dublin Airport

“While we like and appreciate online customer reviews, they are sporadic, after-the fact and not always
actionable. HappyOrNot, on the other hand, provides us with hundreds of customer reviews each week. The
feedback is instant, allowing us to react quickly and implement improvements as needed.”
Tom Schmidt
Founder and Owner, Salt + Smoke

“The biggest benefit with HappyOrNot is that we can now gauge how the passengers are feeling when they
come through security. We’re getting their feedback instantaneously and that’s invaluable. We can react
and plan short, medium, and long-term actions to improve our customer experience at this airport.”
Nabeel Gill
Head of Security, Belfast International Airport
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ABOUT MOPINION
Mopinion is an all-in-one user feedback platform
that helps digital enterprises listen, understand, and
act across all digital touchpoints (web, mobile, and
email). Join some of the most forward-thinking
digital teams from companies such as Arcadia, TSB
Bank, Walmart, Hotels.com, Siemens, Ahold,
Mediacorp Ltd and many more.

71
Customer references from
happy Mopinion users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“As well as publishing reviews, we have used the Mopinion feedback platform to help discover
problems on our website in the early stages. For example, we had feedback that our pricing was
not easy to find, so we were able to address this on the website.”
Jorrit Van Werven
Marketing Coordinator Digital, Kia Motors Netherlands

"By using real-time feedback dashboards we can easily see which issues we have to work on to
enhance the shopper journey and satisfaction. These insights are shared internally with different
specialisation teams that work on the specific feedback points."
Rosanne Heijligers
Customer Experience Analyst, Albert Heijn

"Mopinion offered what we were missing in our previous feedback tool: an affordable price, a
customisable dashboard that gives us a clear overview of our feedback and a task management
system."
Floor Hickmann
UX Manager, Hema

"Mopinion enables our customer service agents to improve the quality of our internal
Knowledge Management system, leading to a better customer service."
Thomas Langenberg
Product Manager, Air France-KLM
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ABOUT SURVICATE
Survicate is the fastest way to collect feedback
from customers. Survicate allows you to survey
specific groups of your website visitors to
understand them better. Uncover their needs,
expectations, objections and characteristics. Adjust
your website and services to their needs to grow
your business.

30
Customer references from
happy Survicate users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"As I am a functional guy, I use Survicate to understand the needs of clients before and after the project delivery. It has
helped in getting more precise information from the clients and strengthening our bonds for future projects. I have used
it to ask them to provide the performance ratings on a scale of 1 to 10 and also giving any feedback from their side.…
Arran Corey
Chartered Accountant, McKinsey & Company

"Survicate is a great, full-featured app. Support is highly responsive - measured in
minutes/hours, not days. For an e-commerce site, post cart conversion survey has told us
volumes about things in the site experience that need to be improved."
Jason Yau
Director of Digital Marketing & Analytics, ColoreScience

“Survicate’s alternative that we’ve tested couldn’t quite manage the number of our users or were
too expensive. Survicate stood out with the simplicity of creating surveys, vast configuration
options and possibility to integrate with external tools.”
Michal Jaskolski
Co-Founder, Morizon

"Survicate is easy to use and response rates are higher than I expected. With Survicate, I can
quickly collect feedback from customers and turn data into priceless knowledge for the
company."
Alex
Marketing Manager, Uber
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ABOUT USABILLA
Usabilla helps brands like HP, Philips, Booking.com,
Lufthansa, KLM, Transavia and The Economist to
improve the performance of their websites, apps and
emails with live user feedback. Usabilla clients utilize
their software to stop guessing what users want, and
start listening to what they need. Headquartered in
Amsterdam, Usabilla was founded with the belief that
continuous user feedback is the key to any successful
website, product or service.

81
Customer references from
happy Usabilla users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Usabilla is the easiest and quickest way for the user to leave feedback and for the company to
gather feedback. Usabilla integrates the voice of the user within your company.”
Niels Kaspers
Product Manager, NU.nl

“We get very diverse feedback – from compliments and suggestions, to complaints and
checkout issues. The tool helps us to quickly act on negative user experiences and optimize our
website to match our customers’ needs and expectations.”
Matthijs Bionda
Online Marketer, WE Fashion

"I think it’s an amazing solution. It’s simple and it’s easy to use, I can launch a survey in a couple
of minutes and it really helps me feel confident in the choices we’re making and the direction
we’re going. With the qualitative and quantitative feedback, it’s the best of both worlds."
Marcus McNally
UX/UI Researcher & Designer, Build.com

“The reporting service helps in formulating milestones. It helps us to identify fixed time slots on
when to review the data, which means getting people in a room to talk about customer feedback
and nothing else. Usabilla’s Reporting Service brings data to life.”
Lewis Alderson
Global Digital Traffic Manager, AkzoNobel
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ABOUT USERVOICE
UserVoice collects and organizes feedback from
multiple sources to provide a clear, actionable view
of user feedback. Don't waste time cobbling
together point solutions when you can get a single
platform that gives you all the tools to listen,
analyze and close the loop with customer bases
and internal teams of any size.

37
Customer references from
happy UserVoice users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“I’m a big fan of UserVoice’s feedback forum. I love that we can limit the amount of votes people
have so they only vote on what is most important to them. It helps us understand what matters
to our customers.”
Charlie Edmunds
Head of Insight, Swiftkey

"UserVoice has saved us hundreds of person-hours by better managing our feedback
and helping us make strategic product decisions."
Matt Douglass
Co-Founder and SVP Customer Experience, Practice Fusion

“UserVoice gives us the ability to hear more clearly from our customers and prioritize. We have
other tooling that helps us capture how many customers want something but this is the best tool
for actually prioritizing their needs so far.”
Mark Silvey
Engineering Manager, Microsoft Corporation

"What’s really awesome about UserVoice, is that it allows real customers to actively participate
in making our product better. Instead of spending time managing a tool or analyzing feedback, I
can do what I love to do and that’s listen directly to what customers have to say."
Susan Palmer
Bing Ads
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ABOUT CUSTOMER THERMOMETER

Customer Thermometer is the only customer
satisfaction survey customers can answer from
their inbox, giving you industry-leading response
rates. It is an easy and unique way to gather the
thoughts of your customers. Write, create and send
beautiful, branded emails in seconds. Your
customers click directly from their email inbox. You
track their responses in real time.

73
Customer references from happy
Customer Thermometer users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"With our 1-click response to an email it couldn’t be simpler for a customer to leave a rating
initially. Leaving a comment is then a natural thing to do. Why? Because you’ve not already
taken up valuable time of the recipient."
Eric Rehling
Owner, RE/MAX

“Our customers’ happiness is as important to me as their employees’ happiness is to them. I truly believe feedback is a
gift and by using Customer Thermometer I know, in real time, how they are feeling. The statistics are also vital to help us
benchmark and measure our performance. We love to celebrate the good feedback but having insight into any…
David Lahey
VP, Customer Success & Sales Operations, Fond Technologies

“We could not live without Customer Thermometer here at BIBO. The response rates
are fantastic – in the high 80% of people responding back.”
Dani Sanders
Customer Services Officer, BIBO

“I have always been impressed with the ease with which Customer Thermometer surveys can be
put together and sent. Its clean, modern and appealing user interface makes it a simple, quick
and enjoyable process for the customer to get their feedback to you. It’s the perfect CSAT
solution.”
Webrecruit
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ABOUT DELIGHTED
Delighted is a customer experience management solution that helps
businesses connect with their customers – to learn, improve, and
delight. Delighted is the fastest and easiest way to gather customer
feedback and put it into the hands of those who can act on it. Using
Customer Satisfaction Score, Customer Effort Score, and the Net
Promoter System – a single question and an open-ended comment
box – Delighted helps companies align customers’ needs with
business growth, monitor the voice of the customer over time, and
keep customers coming back. Bose, Target, Uber and other beloved
brands of all sizes trust Delighted to collect, distribute and analyze
feedback to create more delightful customer experiences.

59
Customer references from
happy Delighted users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Delighted is easy to use, presents a great experience to our owners, and has a wide variety of
features, tools and integrations, all of which cost a fraction of anyone else in the market, if they
can even match it.”
Dan Jahnke
Senior Manager of Global Consumer & Competitive Insights, Sonos

"With a few clicks we’re able to survey our customers and immediately gather feedback. We us the
Delighted API to seamlessly integrate with our internal systems. NPS is a vital measurement for customer
satisfaction and Delighted is the best way to measure NPS and gather feedback from your customers.”
Josh Bean
Director of Marketing, Base

"Delighted helps us keep a pulse on customers, understand their feedback, and make it operational across the company.
We take advantage of Delighted’s ability to segment feedback to gain deeper insights into the feedback. Our team loves
the easy to use interface that has allowed more people in the organization to use the feedback to make decisions that…
Jason Nickels
Business Systems, BlueJeans

"Delighted has helped us collect feedback and organize it by company and type of user.
Integrating with our ticketing system has made it really easy to follow up with customers and
see their NPS when providing support.”
Ben Angel
Head of Customer Success & Support, Envoy
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ABOUT KEYSURVEY
WorldAPP is a provider of web-based data collection
solutions that enable enterprises to collect, manage and
leverage data flows within their organizations and with their
customers and suppliers. The Company's products are
delivered through three delivery models, On-Demand
(Software-as-a-Service), On-Premise (Self-Hosted) and
Separate System SaaS. WorldAPP's products share the
common objective of helping companies improve existing
business processes through customer and employee feedback
and dramatic productivity enhancements.
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"I’d have to gather this information, manually key in each answer to an Excel spreadsheet. It was
a very time-consuming thing to do. Key Survey takes about ten seconds to get you the analysis,
the nice summaries and graphs."
Leonard Garcia
Manager, InteGreat

"I really like that feature, it’s wonderful. Because when you send out the survey, you can schedule the reminders, direct
them only to the people who haven’t completed it. It takes the names and customizes the messages for second and third
reminders to be sent only to people…
Anne Griffith
SIIA’s Vice President, Washington Technology Industry Association

"As I reviewed different solutions, Key Survey stood out for its ease of use. The system is extremely ﬂexible in how we
can use it. And for a system with so many features and advanced functionality, Key Survey is very intuitive; I was
productive within a few hours of setting up my account. When I did have questions we design some very complex…
John Klackner
Project Manager, Kronos

"We found it simple to log in and interface. But then you can also do all kinds of powerful background work to adapt Key
Survey to your particular needs and parameters. You can enter at many different levels, too, so that various people can
be granted access to a speciﬁc portion of the data or full access to all of the data depending upon their role or level of…
Mike Kuhl
Account Planner, Bailey Lauerman
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ABOUT WOOTRIC
Wootric is the leading in-application Net Promoter Score platform for
boosting customer happiness. It has modernized the NPS experience through
customizable NPS surveys that run inside Web and native iOS/Android
mobile apps for a real-time, accurate measure of customer sentiment with
off-the-charts response rates. Wootric helps CEOs, product, customer
success, and marketing leaders improve the customer experience to drive
retention and increase brand loyalty. With over 10 million surveys delivered,
companies including Citrix and Time Inc. are using Wootric to win customers
for life. Founded in 2014 by Deepa Subramanian and Jessica Pfeifer, Wootric
is headquartered in San Francisco and funded by Cloud Apps Capital
Partners.
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"The ability to have smartly segmented NPS data was a big win with Wootric. To now have this
customer data and feedback at the fingertips of every Salesforce user in our organization is
HUGE!"
Jim Mercer
Customer Success, Zoom

"With Wootric, we quantify how many customers have a common experience. As a result, we can
start to understand the impact of CX on our business and prioritize projects more effectively."
Amy Etheridge
Head of Customer Advocacy, MindTouch

“Other services collect a number and feedback, but Wootric makes it easy to explore
the data via different segments & filters.”
Clover

“Wootric has enabled us to have conversations with users who had never spoken with us before.
This has been very helpful for relationship building. In a few cases, we’ve been able to address
negative feedback in a way that turns a detractor’s opinion around.”
Localist
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